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Abstract: In this study, similarities between images are identified and examined. A collection of images made from an image of 
the same scene or item taken under varied atmospheric conditions, such as different perspectives or lighting settings, and then 
altered in myriad ways by the very same starting image. The process of determining picture similarity is comparing visual 
information to evaluate how similar it is. Based on the input, it finds good matches and presents the proportion percent 
exceptional matches between the photos. It compares the supplied input to calculate the similarity measure. For decades, picture 
resemblance has been a fundamental problem in the fields of object recognition.When two photos are compared, Image 
Similarity generates a result that represents how physically similar they are. The measure of comparison of the two photographs 
is given a numerical number in this test. The similarity score between two photos ranges from 0 to 1 respectively.We have 
proposed a solution using SIFT & ORB Feature Matching. 
Keywords: Scale-invariant Feature Transform, Oriented FAST Rotated BRIEF, Computer vision, Image Similarity, Structural 
Similarity Index, Earth Mover’s Distance, Brute Force Matcher. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The act of comparing two photographs to evaluate how similar their apparent content is is known as image similarity detection. 
Similarity - based detection methods may be divided into two groups depending on the functionality they use: global-feature-based 
detection and local-feature-based detection. The global feature function is the use of either one of a few extracted features to reflect 
the entire content of a picture. Global features such as visual features, frame characteristics, and a wide variety of conditions are all 
common. The calculation performance for visual content similarity identification using spatial information is frequently relatively 
rapid due to the limited number of feature points. The global feature is very sensitive to changes and local adjustments due to the 
uniqueness of its feature extraction and the harshness of the description image. 
Several attribute studies are now underway. The SIFTS (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) approach is used to find similarities 
between the pictures. It performs admirably in image recognition applications. We recover SIFT characteristics from a sequence of 
images and its weighted counterpart to determine the measure of correlation, then correlate the SIFT characteristics from the 
provided image to the outcome and compute the distance between two photographs for SIFT characteristics. In this project, the 
similarity outcome between the two photographs is determined using many similarity approaches. Computer vision is widely used 
in automated processes, medicine, engineering, astronomy [1]. Image matching has become a significant factor that affects the 
performance vision in recent years. It has been used in machine vision, 3D reconstruction, remote sensing image security 
applications, and other applications. As a consequence, a more comprehensive study of depth photographs is required.Image match 
compares and fuses photos of the same scene obtained under different historical conditions, from different angles of sight, also with 
different sensors using an effective similarity measure. Gray-level-based techniques are simple and quick. Feature-based approaches 
are more durable in difficult settings and easier to implement for real-time matching.similarity measures were used in applications 
such as image segmentation, information retrieval, object identification, and classification[1][2]. 

By comparing two photographs, you can see how close they are. Whether any of the parallelisms are matched, we use the OpenCV 
tool to compute the similarity measure seen between two photographs based on the relevant similarities. 
 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
In recent years, several academics have explored using local factors to determine picture similarity. Local image characteristics, as 
opposed to global features, are widely employed in the field of content images and video information extraction because they 
display some substantial invariance for the image's lighting, rotation, and scale. In a relevant region, local feature spots are 
frequently extreme local locations with more evident features than the rest of the region's cells. The qualities of life locations are 
defined as a combination of the attributes of the primary point and the attributes of the surrounding region, ensuring quality is 
locally invariant[3]. 
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The SIFT approach for transforming scale-invariant characteristics was developed by Dr. David G. Lowe from Canada. SIFT is a 
dynamic segmentation and description approach that can keep separability in natural pictures with scaling, translation, rotations, 
illumination, and affine.  
It was initially published in 2004 as an overview of existing invariant-based feature identification algorithms by Professor David 
Lowe. SIFT's main goal is to turn an image match into a feature vector match. SIFT has been widely used in the field of image 
recognition, and because of its high durability and speedy computing performance, it is currently a top priority in research domains 
such as terminal guidance, computer science, and data analytics. 
A variety of metrics can be used to calculate the reference architecture or metric. To acquire the similarity matrix for each measure, 
many forms of similarity assessments are used in this study. 
 

III. METHODOLOGY 
There are several approaches for visual similarity identification. In such a case, combining feature extraction methods like ORB and 
SSIM alongside classification algorithms is easier. Second, we present a criterion for analyzing picture resemblance and creating a 
similarity score based on multiple methodologies such as ORB, SSIM, Pixel Resemblances, and Earth mover's distance[5]. 
 
A. The Scale-invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) 
SIFT is a point-finding method based on computer vision. SIFT assists in the discovery of a picture's original properties, often 
known as the "crucial necessary key points'' of the image. SIFT features have the advantage of being independent by image size or 
exposure, unlike edge or overeater features.[4] 

 
B. Oriented FAST Rotated Brief (ORB) 
ORB is a feature detection algorithm for computer vision. The ORB description is built on the foundation of the Quick key point 
detector. (i) FAST- Measures up the luminance of an image pixel p in an array to the lighting of the 16 pixels around p in a tiny 
circle. Following that, every element is split into 3 sections i.e, 1.lighter than p, 2.darker than p and 3. similar to p. (ii) BRIEF- Brief 
creates a binary feature representation from all of the important points found by the quick algorithm as a feature vector that only 
contains the integers 1 and 0. 
 
C. Measures of Similarity Check 
Creating a similarity-based detection model that examines the similarity metric and finds the commonalities that exist is required to 
determine the picture similarity score[4][5]. 
1) Global and Local Features: The two primary types of characteristics that may be extracted from an image are global and local 

features. Global characteristics represent the image as a whole such as shape formulations, sensory and physical, and texture 
features include contour vectors and the Gradients Histogram (HOG). Picture patches and all key places inside an image are 
represented by local characteristics[2]. 

2) SIFT and ORB Descriptor: The SIFT signifier was a method for detecting feature points in a gray-level image by gathering 
figures of normalized pattern paths from input images to include an outline of local image paradigms in a local neighborhood 
on each area of focus, as well as a synopsis of the factors that increase the likelihood. The purpose of using this description is to 
find comparable points of interest in different photographs. 

3) SSIM (Structural Similarity Index): The Structural Resemblance (SSIM) indicator is a form of comparison tool for comparing 
two photographs. 

 

푆푆퐼푀(푥,푦) = 
( )( )

( )( )
 

 
The SSIM index is defined as follows: between two pictures provided x and y, with x = i=1,...so on., M and y= i=1,...so on., M are 
two positive numbers, which are the mathematical abstractions for x and y, and are the variance of x and y, and are the variations for 
x and y, and are the variances. If the two photos are identical, the highest SSIM score is 1, which would be attained (identical). With 
respect to accuracy, SSIM provides a good percentage of quality measure based on the image quality-based evaluation.  
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4) Pixel Similarity : The pixels' indices are used to assess how similar they are. 
n=size in inches * Pixels per Inch 

This is the most fundamental way for counting pixels n. 
 

5) Earth Mover’s Distance: It's also referred to as the Wasserstein metric, and it's used to figure out how far two probability 
distributions are separated across a certain region. 

퐸푀퐷(푃,푄) =  
∑ ∑ 푑 , 푓 ,

∑ ∑ 푓 ,
 

The quantity of matched weights is represented by wpi and wqi (similarities).P=(p1,wp1),.....,(pn,wpn), where pi is cluster 
representative similarly, the n clusters signature is Q=(q1,wq1),.....,(qn,wqn), where qj is the clusters indicator, di,j is indeed the 
ground separation between pi and qj, and fi,j is the flow through pi and qj[2]. 
 
6) Brute Force Matcher: It requires two criteria: norm sort, which specifies the measurement distance, and crosscheck, which 

compares and provides the best matches. It accomplishes this by stacking two photos horizontally and creating lines among 
them to highlight the best matches. If two photos are supplied, it creates the matches between them[10]. 
 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND RESULTS 
Image similarity is a measurement of how similar two objects are. In other words, it assesses the similarity of two pictures' intensity 
patterns. 
 
The complete procedure is depicted as a flow diagram. 
 

 
 

1) Resizing the Images: Using two photos as input, we first use the dimension and width parameters to resize and normalize the 
image to a set size. This will come in very handy for image processing and normalization for the future.  

2) Histogram of the Images: The histograms of the photos are then obtained and used to contrast the photographs. The frequency 
of significant color variables in a picture is represented visually by a histogram. A grayscale 8-bit picture's histogram is a 256-
unit vectors, with the nth value representing the proportion of image pixels that are at the particular level of darkness. 
Normalizing the brightness of the pictures is necessary for subsequent processing. 
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3) Finding the Key Points: The existing pixel is denoted by an X. The neighbours are shown with green circles. This approach is 
used to perform a wide range of tests. If X is the highest or smallest of all 26 neighbors, it is called a “key point”. 

  
4) Eliminating the bad keypoints: Some of the important points developed in the previous step are too close together or lack 

enough contrast. They really aren't considered features in any case. We're also getting rid of it.  
5) Keypoint Matching: we evaluate each image pair for each important feature, and their qualities are assessed for each picture and 

then compared between both the images.The top two matching for each key point are discovered, and the characteristic 
separation proportion around them is determined as the best match's uniqueness measure. 

6) Similarity measure of the images: Now, we compute the matching score between two pictures by sending the images' paths as 
inputs to each measure of similarity, which computes and outputs the float-valued similarity score. The supplied photos have a 
higher level of resemblance if the similarity measure is near to 1, Such that, there is indeed a higher chance that the photographs 
will be the same.The images exhibited were not particularly comparable if the score was near to 0. 

 
V. RESULTS 

The provided photos are downsized and normalised during the process, and pictures of any dimension are used as inputs to assess 
overall similarity between two images using various similarity metrics. It finds correlations between two photos and draws matches 
using a brute force matcher, as shown in the results below. Each measure has its own technique of measuring similarity, other 
approaches are employed to generate similarity scores, including the Structural Similarity Measure (SSIM), Pixel Resemblance, 
Orientation Fast Rotated Brief (ORB), and Earth mover's proximity. As a consequence, each measure's similarity scores are 
presented here, allowing us to compare how comparable they are. Two distinct books are utilized as info pictures in this model, as 
found in below. We get the accompanying likeness measures as execution from looking at them, as displayed in below table shows 
how similitude scores for input 1 can be resolved utilizing different comparability tests. 

         
Input image 1 

   Input image 1.1 
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Output : Similarity measured when two images are equal. 
 
Below table shows the similarity scores for input 1 can be resolved utilizing different comparability tests. 

 
Likeness Measure Closeness result 

SSIM 9.7048 

Pixel Similarity 1.3571 

ORB 2.5484 
Likeness results on Input images 

 
Consider another input of two cars for similarity check, so where the input images found 0 similarity. The result is  

 

Input image 2 
 

 
Input image 2.1 
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Output:  Similarity measured 
 

Below table shows the similarity scores for input 2 can be resolved utilizing different comparability tests. 
Likeness Measures Closeness result 
SSIM 0.0416 
Pixel Similarity 0.3549 
ORB 0.5246 

Likeness results on Input images 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this research, the SIFT (Scale Invariant Transformation) technique is used to discover similarities across pictures, and critical 
spots are detected and matched using the ORB Based Matcher. In the event of big information sets, this Matcher is more efficient. 
The main advantage of SIFT features over edge or hog features is that they are unaffected by the image's size or orientation. 
It provides a lot of flexibility in terms of picture translation and rotation. We can determine the similarity metric of the photos by 
supplying the input images. Using the SIFT technique, we may compare two or more photos and get the similarity measure. 
Because of its slowness, this method may not be the ideal solution for some real-time applications. However, when compared to 
prior algorithms, it is accurate and efficient.  
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